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equilibrium dynamics of single dnA molecules 
confined to nanopit structures

ABStrACt

introduction: of great interest in the physical sciences today, is the study of single molecules 
in nano-fluidic devices. These ‘labs-on-a-chip’ can provide the basic framework for quantifying 
the behavior of molecules, such as polymers, under confinement. This study is an investigation 
of a theoretical free-energy model used to predict thermodynamic properties of dnA molecules 
situated in a device called a nanopit array. Two parameters in the model, molecule length and 
nanopit width, are varied and tested against experimental data. Methods: Video-fluorescence 
microscopy was used to image single dnA molecules in the nanopit array; analysis consisted 
of determining the average number of nanopits occupied by a single dnA molecule over time. 
results: good qualitative agreement was reached between theory and experiment for the nanopit 
width variation, but molecule-length variation predictions were shown to still need improvement. 
A least-squares fit of the theory to the data suggested that the entropic parameter, A, and the 
excluded volume term, b, have a modified dependence on nanoslit height and nanopit depth 
than what is currently predicted by the model. discussion: These experiments confirm that the 
theoretical model is adequate under certain regimes and predicts conditions under which theory 
and experiment may significantly diverge. Modifications to the theory are proposed. 
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intrOdUCtiOn

Serious theoretical treatment of the fundamental behaviour of 
polymers began in the late 1960’s and early 1970’s with some 
groundbreaking scaling arguments by de Gennes (1) and Edwards 
(2). It has only been in recent years (3), with the advances in nano/
microfabrication techniques, that emerging nano-fluidic devices 
such as nanopores, nanochannels, and nanoslits have been able to 
rigorously test some of these early theoretical models (1,2). 

Recent experiments have probed the effects of geometric confinement 
on individual DNA molecules in one-dimensional nanochannels 
(3,4) and in two dimensional nanoslits (5,6). When the walls 
of the nano-fluidic device confine the DNA below its bulk 
characteristic size in solution (i.e. the radius of gyration), both 
the static and dynamic behaviour (6) of individual molecules is 
altered due to the steric interactions of the DNA with its confin-
ing walls, as well as the hydrodynamic self-interactions. 
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This study is a further exploration of a new kind of nano-fluidic 
device, the nanopit array, developed initially by Reisner et al. (7) 
in 2008. Nanopit arrays are nanoslits, which consist of a thin slit 
between two wafers with a lattice of embedded nanopits on the 
bottom wafer, as seen in Fig. 1. A DNA molecule confined to 
a nanopit will assume a stable configuration that minimizes its 
free-energy. In its search for a state of equilibrium, a given DNA 
molecule will either fill a single nanopit or span multiple nanopits 
depending on its contour length L and geometric parameters such 
as slit height h, pit depth d, pit width a, and pit spacing l. When 
a molecule spans multiple pits, the amount of molecule in a given 
pit fluctuates in time as molecules exchange contour back and 
forth due to Brownian fluctuations (7).

From a technological point of view, nanopit arrays provide a 
simple way to manipulate single DNA molecules on a chip, 
providing more flexibility and precision than conventional 
nanoslits, and more degrees of freedom than nanochannels. For 
example, it is possible to imagine - using nanopit arrays in con-
junction with embedded nanopores in each pit - that one could 
perform highly localized chemistry on a particular appealing 
segment of DNA or some generic polymer. Furthermore, nano-
pits may be useful in applications such as single-molecule de-
naturation mapping in nano-fluidic channels (8). For instance, 
if nanopits were etched into a nanochannel, they might serve as 
local reservoirs for temporarily unneeded molecule segments, 
while the segments of DNA undergoing analysis extend into 
the nanochannel. Once a given segment has been analysed, 
pressure can be applied to drive contour from the reservoir into 
the nanochannel and to shift the analysed contour segment 
into an adjacent reservoir.

The aim of this paper is to test the free-energy model presented 
by Reisner et al. (7). With this model, it is possible to predict 
thermodynamic quantities from a chip’s geometry and DNA mol-
ecule properties. By separately varying the DNA molecule’s length 
(L) and nanopit width (a), experimental data was gathered using 
fluorescence video-microscopy of single λ-DNA molecules in the 
nanopit arrays; the data was analyzed using the numerical pro-
gramming package, MATLAB. 

The viral DNA molecule (λ-DNA) was used in this experiment 
to allow for experimental comparison to previous work done by 
Reisner (7) and to extend his previous work. Measurements of 
the average number of nanopits occupied by a molecule versus 
pit width were carried out for a width range of 250-1000nm 
and compared to the model’s predictions. A similar analysis was 
performed for molecule-length variation using a λ-DNA digest. 
The integrated intensity of each fragment was used to determine 
molecule length and a plot of the average nanopit occupancy 
versus molecule size was made. Using this method, occupancy 

probabilities were tested against the theoretical predictions for 
two different parameters in the current model.

BACkgrOUnd

theory for occupancy StatiSticS
Consider a DNA molecule of length L constrained to occupy N 
nanopits in a 2D lattice. Next, assume that each pit contains an 
equal amount of DNA. A molecule can arrange itself in several 
different ways on the lattice depending on the number N; the up-
per and lower bounds of N are set by the physical limitations of 
its stretching and compressing within the nanopit lattice.

Now, as a consequence of the discrete number of occupied nano-
pits, the number of energy states accessible to a molecule is ef-
fectively quantized. For a particular geometry, the molecule will 
favour arrangements in a certain number of N nanopits more than 
others. Provided a model (7) to quantify the free energy (∆Ftot) of 
a molecule within the nanopit array as a function of N, the prob-
ability, PN , that N pits are occupied can be calculated from  

       

ΩN, the degeneracy, is the total number of different ways of as-
sembling a molecule, in a self-avoiding manner, on a square lat-
tice with N occupied pits; it represents the number of states with 
the same energy. Values for ΩN can be found in literature (9) for 
N=1 up to N=28. kB and T are Boltzmann’s constant and tem-
perature respectively.   

The molecule’s dynamics should be Brownian in the absence of 
external sources of fluid flow such as applied electric fields or pres-
sure gradients (10). Hence, it can be rationalized that since ad-
jacent nanopits are identical, each pit contains approximately an 
equal amount of DNA. Thus, the total contour length L can be 
subdivided into the amount of contour within each pit (Lp), and 
the amount in the nano-slit, in between the pits, (Ls) to obtain 

       

The change in free energy from (7) is then given by

       

(Fp - Fs) is the difference free energy of contour Lp placed 
in a nanopit versus in a nanoslit, and Fspring is an energy term 
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accounting for the free-energy required to stretch the DNA 
molecule between nanopits. From a series of polymer theory 
scaling arguments, Fp - Fs can be re-written as

       

The parameters A and B depend on the geometric restrictions of 
the nanopit array h, d, a, (Fig. 2A) and properties of the DNA 
molecule, including its persistence length P (the minimum length-
scale for which a segment of DNA cannot self-interact) and the 
width of the molecule w. The spring energy (7) is given by,

       

Minimization of the free energy in Eq.3 after the appropriate 
substitutions of  equations 2, 4, and 5, yields the equilibrium 
value of Lp. Substitution of this value back into Eq.3 deter-
mines the equilibrium free energy; curves for the occupancy 
probability can then be generated by varying one parameter 
(such as L or a). Finally, the average pit occupancy for a mol-
ecule will be given by

       [6]

eXPeriMentAl MethOdS

eXperiMental procedure
Data was collected for fluorescence video-microscopy using a 
Nikon Eclipse Ti-U inverted microscope equipped with an Andor 
iXON camera capable of single-photon detection and a 100× 1.4 
N.A. oil-immersion objective lens. Nanopit depth and slit height of 
sample nanopit arrays were measured to be 71±2 nm and 69±2 nm 
respectively with a profilometer. SEM micrographs of the nano-
fluidic chip reveal the pit widths to be 250nm, 300nm, 350nm, 
400nm, 500nm, 600nm and 1000nm. These measurements had a 
4.4% fractional error at the 95% confidence level as determined 
from image analysis of the SEM micrographs. Spacing in between 
pits was fixed at 1 μm for all experiments conducted. Figures 2B 
and 2C show sample scanning electron microscope (SEM) images 
of an array of nanopits consisting of 1 μm pit-to-pit spacing and 
300nm pit width in typical square lattice geometry.  

A silica nano-fluidic chip containing a series of nanopit arrays of 
varying geometry was held on a chuck by an aluminum retaining ring. 
Application of pneumatic pressure to run the DNA from the loading 
reservoirs into the nanopit arrays was ensured by the O-ring seals.  
Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental setup.
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Fig. 1. Three-dimensional schematic diagram of nanopit array. In red is a 
representation of DNA molecules in the nanopits. The nanopit arrays were 
constructed on fused silica wafers using a combination of electron beam 
and UV contact lithography. 

Fig. 2. Close-up view of nanopits in a chip. A) Outline of the important 
geometric parameters required in the theory to predict DNA occupancy 
states: slit height (h), pit width (a), pit depth (d), and pit spacing (l). B,C) 
SEM micrograph of an array of nanopits with 1μm pit-to-pit spacing and 
300nm pit width.

The DNA was suspended in 10 mM Tris buffer measured at a pH 
of 7.92±0.02 and a conductivity of 0.53±0.02 mS. The experi-
ment was run using λ-phage DNA (48.5kbp) from New England 
BioLabs stained with YOYO-1 fluorescent dye (Invitrogen) with 
a DNA base pair to dye concentration of 5:1. Due to the stain-
ing process, the length of the DNA molecule was estimated to 
increase from 16.5μm to 21μm as was measured by Reisner et al. 
in 2007 (4).  To repress photobleaching of the dye and photo-
knicking, β-mercaptoethanol was added to the buffer to create a 
2% volume/volume solution.

Before conducting the experiment, both the buffer solution and a 
buffer-filled chip containing the nanopit arrays were left to de-gas 
overnight. Thus, flow-inducing air bubbles in the microchannels 
of the chip were effectively removed. Approximately 20μl of the 
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prepared DNA/buffer solution was manually loaded the next day 
with a micropipette into each of the four reservoirs on the chip. 
100-200 mbar of pneumatic pressure was used to drive DNA 
from the reservoirs into the nanoslit to avoid fragmentation of 
the molecules. Short bursts of 1000-1500 mbar of pressure were 
then applied to each of the four reservoirs individually to equal-
ize the fluid levels and to minimize unwanted flow. Molecules 
were allowed to relax in the nanopits for 30-40 seconds after 
being driven into the nanoslit. Data was acquired continuously 
by the CCD camera with 100-200 ms exposure times, in frame 

Fig 3. Schematic diagram of chuck and chip. DNA is loaded into the circu-
lar loading reservoirs using a micropipette and run with pneumatic pressure 
ensured via o-ring seals. Small bursts of pressure can be applied to drive 
DNA from the nanochannel into the nanopit arrays to be imaged. Diagram 
reproduced but modified from (4) with permission by the author.

Fig 4. Comparison of various edge-detection techniques available for im-
age analysis. A) Unprocessed fluorescence video-microscopy image taken of 
λ-DNA molecules; exposure time is 0.1s. B) Edges found via the Laplacian 
of Gaussian method using an unprocessed image. C) Edges found via the 
Laplacian of Gaussian method using processed images averaged over three 
frames. D) Edges found via the Sobel edge-detection method.  

transfer mode, with negligible delay between image acquisitions. 
Experiments were conducted at room temperature.  

data analySiS
Images of the DNA molecules were analysed using MATLAB. 
A rectangular lattice of square boxes was aligned to the nano-
pits by the user via a graphical user interface. Occupancy of a 
nanopit was then established by determining the average pixel 
intensity value within each box; if the mean intensity within a 
box was above a certain threshold, then the pit was deemed filled.  
The threshold parameter was adjusted manually for each image 
sequence; this flexibility allowed the user to chose the most ap-
propriate value for a given experimental condition and quality of 
image. Figure 4A shows a typical video-microscopy image of the 
DNA molecules in the nanopit arrays. Occupied nanopits have 
all been identified and each nanopit is registered to a particular 
molecule (indicated by the numbering of each pit). 

To distinguish between two molecules in adjacent nanopits, 
the program relied on an edge-detecting function available 
in the MATLAB library. This function worked by applying a 
Gaussian filter to the image via standard convolution meth-
ods and a Laplacian operator to detect areas of rapid inten-
sity changes. The algorithm would output an image with the 
boundary of a molecule clearly defined. If two adjacent nano-
pits were enclosed by such a boundary, then a single molecule 
occupied both pits; otherwise, the pits were occupied by dif-
ferent molecules.  

The Laplacian of Gaussian method of edge detection performed 
very well locally. Due to its local nature, it quickly enhanced noise 
as is evident in figures 4B and 4C; nevertheless, it remained the 
preferred method of edge detection. Other edge-finding meth-
ods were considered including the Roberts and Sobel methods 
(11). While they often found the DNA molecule edges and did 
not enhance noise, they failed to produce a smooth, closed con-
tour of the whole molecule as can be seen in comparing figure 
4D to figure 4B and 4C.  

An issue inherent in the short exposure times of 100 ms (used 
to acquire a detailed profile of the pit-to-pit contour fluctuations 
of a molecule) was that molecule segments in between pits occa-
sionally disappeared from certain frames. For instance, the bot-
tom left nanopit occupied by molecule 7 in figure 4B appeared 
disconnected from the other two pits. However, inspection of a 
sequence of images revealed that all three nanopits belonged to 
the same molecule. 

An approach that proved to be very effective to remedy this kind 
of problem was to perform image averaging: Each image from 
the video was averaged with the image in the frame before and 
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Fig 5. Sample cross-correlation plot of pit-to-pit contour fluctuations 
of a DNA molecule in a nanopit array with geometry l=1μm, a=300nm, 
h=d=100nm. Correlation coefficients within the horizontal blue bars delimit 
uncorrelated data to within a 95% confidence level. 

Fig 6. Average nanopit occupancy of a digest of λ-DNA fragments in a 
nanopit array of dimensions a=300nm, h=d=100nm, l=1μm. Error bars are 
reported for both the intensity and occupancy at 68% confidence. The solid 
line is the theoretical prediction for navg as a function of contour length. 

after it before undergoing analysis by the edge-detection al-
gorithm. As an example of the effectiveness of this technique, 
compare molecule 7 in figure 4B to figure 4C: the link that was 
previously not apparent has been intensified and picked up by 
the Laplacian of Gaussian edge-detection algorithm. 

To justify the use of frame-averaging, we investigated the tim-
escale for the contour fluctuation of a molecule in between two 
nanopits: averaging was warranted as long as the time-scale was 
below the correlation time of pit-to-pit contour fluctuations. By 
integrating the pixel intensities of each nanopit registered to 
a series of user-defined boxes, the fluorescence of each pit was 
found. Then, the correlation coefficient was computed at a series 
of time lags using the GARCH model (11) for the cross-correla-
tion of integrated intensity between two adjacent pits. 

The cross-correlation plots for the integrated intensity of each 
nanopit were used to determine that, at 95% confidence, it takes 
between five to ten frames (0.5-1.0s) for contour fluctuations to 
become uncorrelated. What this signifies is that it takes 5-10 
frames for the contour segment in one pit to have no memory 
of a significant fluctuation that occurred in the adjacent pit. Our 
frame-averaging combined images for 0.3s, which is 40% less 
than the smallest observed correlation time, suggesting that we 
can use frame-averaging without much worry.  Figure 5 shows a 
sample of this result. 

reSUltS And diSCUSSiOn

juStification of the aSSuMption of 
eQual contour per nanopit
In Section II, the quantization of the energy states of a mol-
ecule was introduced by assuming equal amount of molecule per 
nanopit. This theoretical assumption was initially justified by 
claiming that all the nanopits were identical; thus, a DNA mol-
ecule should fill all nanopits equally. Experimental analysis of 
seven randomly selected molecules shows that for time intervals 
taken at least ten times greater than the average correlation times 
for pit-to-pit fluctuations, nanopits do indeed contain an equal 
amount of contour to within 4%. The percentage error between 
the mean pit intensity (within a single user-defined box, i) and 
the averaged mean intensity for all nanopits occupied by a mol-
ecule was computed by:

       [7]

Xi is the mean intensity of nanopit i and
is the averaged mean intensity.
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variation of Molecule length
It is known that molecule intensity should vary linearly with con-
tour length if the DNA is uniformly stained with an appropri-
ate dye (8). Consequently, when analysing the video-microscopy 
images for a λ-(mono) DNA digest (New England BioLabs), 
it was possible to estimate the length of each fragment by us-
ing a simple ratio. The nanopit array geometry under analysis 
consisted of 1 μm pit-to-pit spacing, 100 nm pit depth and slit 
height, and 300 nm pit width. The experimental fluorescence 
video-microscopy images were collected by Reisner at the Tech-
nical University of Denmark and were processed and analysed 
with his permission. 
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Fig 7. Histogram of the experimental data for the average contour length of a 
molecule. Peaks distinctly correspond to the fragment sizes observed for
the agarose-gel electrophoresis results of a λ-mono DNA digest. Gel-electro-
phoresis © image reproduced by permission from New England BioLabs.

Fig 8. Least-squares-fit of data to theory and comparison to the predicted 
results obtained from the current definitions of parameters Ao and Bo. Error 
bars on the data points are the standard error on the averaged mean occu-
pancy for 4, 15, 18, 4, 27, 35 and 21 molecules corresponding to pit widths 
250nm, 300nm, 350nm, 400nm, 500nm, 600nm and 1000nm respectively.

The ratio of pixel intensity to contour length was calibrated 
using values from previous experiments (7), where it is shown 
that a full-length λ-DNA molecule occupies on average 3.2±0.1 
nanopits. In this experiment, the molecule exhibiting the 
greatest average occupancy state for the DNA digest (navg = 
3.01±0.05) was taken to be 21 μm long. The two results are not 
comparable within error; however, for the purposes of qualita-
tive comparison of the data to the theory, the difference is small 
enough to ignore.

Average pit occupancy was plotted against contour length for 82 
different molecules together with the theoretical predictions. The 
theoretical curve was obtained from using the values for the per-
sistence length P, chain thickness w, and geometric parameters of 
the chip used by Reisner et al. in the 2008 study (7). As observed 
in figure 6, the average occupancy varies very non-linearly with 
contour length in what appears to be a series of steps. While the 
theoretical curve seems to follow the general trend of the mol-
ecule’s distribution, it seems to first underestimate then overesti-
mate the average occupancy at the transitions between navg states 
occurring at L=7.5 μm and L=17 μm respectively. Moreover, the 
average nanopit occupancy at around 17μm increases very sudden-
ly from navg=2 to navg=3. This sharp transition in the experimental 
data is not evident in the theoretical computation, where instead 
shows a smooth curve extending from 10 μm to 20 μm. The error 
bars in figure 6 are computed from the standard deviations of the 
integrated intensity and average occupancy. 

To accommodate a quantitative discussion for length-variation 
analysis would require that we be able to discriminate clearly 
between the different fragment sizes in the DNA digest. The 
λ-mono DNA digest from New England BioLabs contains sev-
en distinct fragment sizes for DNA. We can make histograms 
of the average occupancy versus contour length and look for 
areas where the contour length peaks. These peaks should occur 
at the contour-length values of the fragment sizes in the digest. 
Figure 7 displays a result of a histogram done for the points of 
figure 6. For instance, the peak at around L≈14.5 μm in figure 7 
clearly corresponds to the molecule fragment of length 33,498 
base pairs; many of the other fragment lengths can be identi-
fied in this way. 

With more data points, a Gaussian fit to the binned data can give 
a better idea of the scatter of each fragment size, and will allow 
us to better estimate the average occupancy error for various dif-
ferent molecule lengths. To reduce the error in the experiments 
due to white noise, it is possible to subtract the average back-
ground from the image before pixel integration; besides increas-
ing the signal to noise ratio, this further ensures that results from 
different experiments can be compiled together, without offset 
due to different experimental conditions.  

c.variation of pit width

An experiment was conducted for L fixed at 21 μm, h=d=70nm, 
l=1 μm. A total of 124 molecules were analysed for the aver-
age nanopit occupancy with respect to nanopit width. The results 
were plotted with their associated errors in figure 8. To generate 
the least-squares-fit curve the following error function was mini-
mized by varying parameters Ao and Bo.
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